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Labor of Law: Ex-Employees' Lawsuits
Against Target Throw Spotlight on
Loss-Prevention Tactics
The former employees allege the retailer was trying to force them to

cover losses incurred through the normal course of business, such as

processing a price match incorrectly, out of their own pockets.
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What You Need to Know
Two fired Target employees filed lawsuits alleging the retailer wrongly accused them of theft.

The company calls the suits frivolous and seeks their dismissal.

Burlington Coat Factory is facing a similar case.

Welcome to Labor of Law, our labor and employment dispatch spotlighting key issues and

developing trends. Thanks for reading, and we’d love your feedback. Please email thoughts and tips

to Jessica Mach. Want to receive this in your inbox each Thursday? Sign up here.

In December, two former Target employees filed separate lawsuits against the retailer, alleging they

went into work one day, were taken into a back room by human resources and loss prevention

staff, accused of stealing money from the company, and threatened with criminal and civil charges

unless they agreed to sign statements confessing to theft and promising to pay back the money.

The pair didn’t know each other but shared similarities. Both worked at Target stores in Los Angeles

County: Sierra Vidal in Westwood, Aaliyah Shepherd in Inglewood. Both were young women of

color: Vidal, who is Dominican/Pacific Islander, was 21 when the lawsuit was filed, while Shepherd,

who is Black, was 18 when Target hired her in 2020. Both had reached out to Los Angeles attorney

Toni Jaramilla after they saw news reports about another civil rights lawsuit she was filing against

Target.

In both lawsuits, Jaramilla lodged the same accusation against Target: The retailer was trying to get

around a California law that bans employers from passing off business expenses onto employees,

by misrepresenting mistakes that are routinely made in retail as fraud or theft.

In Vidal’s case, Target’s accusation of theft was based on several transactions she had performed as

a cashier, including voiding a transaction, processing a price match incorrectly, and allowing a friend

to use her employee discount. Shepherd had processed a return, but failed to place the returned

item in a “return bin” to be reshelved later; Target accused her of conspiring with the customer who

made the return so the customer could get the money back and also keep the item, according to

Jaramilla’s complaint.

According to Vidal’s lawsuit, she was fired with $54 deducted from her final paycheck, to make up

for the alleged theft; afterward, she began receiving demands for various amounts in restitution and

civil penalties from a lawyer representing Target. Shepherd initially refused to confess to any theft,

until Target called local police who handcuffed her until she agreed to sign a statement. She agreed

to pay about $60 to Target, but, like Vidal, started receiving demands from counsel for Target for

penalties amounting to hundreds of dollars.

Target has asked a state court to strike both lawsuits under California’s anti-SLAPP laws, which are

intended to stop people from bringing—or threatening to bring—frivolous lawsuits to intimidate

people out of exercising their right to free speech. Under these laws, Target argued, the

company has a right to investigate theft in good faith, with the expectation the activity might have to

be reported to law enforcement or resolved through litigation.

In declarations submitted to the court by the loss prevention staff who interrogated Vidal and

Shepherd, both staff members said they had video evidence of the alleged thefts, never barred the

women from leaving the room, and did not target the women based on their gender or race.

In the nearly three decades since she started representing workers, Jaramilla said she had never

before encountered cases like these. But she said she suspects practices she alleges occurred may

be underreported, given that the two Target employees told her virtually the same story despite

working in different parts of the county. 

The situations described in the suit also may be part of a broader industry practice that relies on

specialized law firms to churn out demand letters and collect alleged debts from employees, said

Christian Schreiber, a founding partner at San Francisco and Los Angeles-based plaintiffs’ firm

Olivier & Schreiber.
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“It’s an outrageous abuse of process, even if it starts from an understandable place of wanting to

reduce theft,” Schreiber said.

Target did not respond to a request for comment.

Jaramilla’s lawsuits weren’t the first time Target has been accused of using inappropriate tactics to

deal with routine losses. In 2013, a former Target employee in Spokane, Washington, filed a state

lawsuit against the company alleging the company wrongly challenged her eligibility for

unemployment benefits after firing her. She said her firing came after Target’s loss prevention

division accused her of routinely hitting incorrect keys on her cash register, resulting in about

$5,000 of losses.

According to the lawsuit, the company had never previously told her she was making mistakes or

offered to retrain her; instead, after it accused her of theft, the company demanded she sign a

statement, fired her, and sent her a letter via a legal representative stating the company would

agree to settle their claims against her for around $460.

The lawsuit was removed to federal court, which dismissed the complaint while giving the plaintiff

permission to amend and refile it. 

In 1990, a California jury awarded four Target employees $5 million in damages after a company

detective took each of the employees aside, told them he had videotaped evidence of them

stealing, and threatened to turn them over to prosecutors unless they confessed to stealing.

The employees were all fired—one for confessing he stole 30 seconds of Target’s shop time by

helping a co-worker with his car in the store parking lot. Witnesses at the trial said the detective was

required to meet a quota of apprehending one thieving employee every 18 hours, according to the

Los Angeles Times. 

Target isn’t the only company to face such accusations. In 2015, Schreiber filed a proposed class

action with similar allegations against another big box chain, Burlington Coat Factory. 

In that case, the lead plaintiff, who worked at a Daly City, California store, said she was instructed to

go into a back room, where she was accused by loss prevention personnel of making mistakes that

resulted in business losses. The employee alleged she was coerced—through threats of criminal

charges—into signing a statement confessing these mistakes, as well as a promissory note stating

she owed Burlington $880. 

Under California employment law, employers—and not employees—are responsible for business

expenses, and employers cannot require that employees reimburse them for losses, unless they

can prove the loss occurred due to an intentionally dishonest act by the employee. The statements

Burlington required the employee to sign, Schreiber alleged, “attempts to recharacterize

Burlington’s ordinary business losses into a debt that must be repaid by the employee.” 

The case is in negotiations for a settlement, according to Schreiber.

Burlington did not respond to a request for comment.

Schreiber said the Burlington case is the only lawsuit he’s brought on behalf of an employee who

has been wrongly accused of theft. But he’s filed multiple complaints on behalf of customers he

says were targeted by store security and accused of shoplifting.

“It has become more common for businesses to apply these same tactics to their own employees,

where the power dynamic is even more pronounced and the interrogations are even more

coercive,” he said. 

Schreiber said what he calls the “retail security industrial complex”—the network of practices and

businesses devoted to reducing theft in retail stores—has “grown exponentially in the last several

years, and it has generated all kinds of ancillary businesses associated with store security, including

legal work after the fact.”

In their lawsuits, both Schreiber and Jaramilla cite multiple law firms that issued demand letters and

collected restitution and other penalties on behalf of the retailers.

Recently in L&E

>>The National Labor Relations Board is asking a federal court to reinstate seven Starbucks workers

who allege they were fired because they were involved in organizing workers at the coffee chain.

Read more at NPR. 

>>Despite a hiring initiative announced earlier this year, the U.S. Department of Labor’s Wage and

Hour Division has only boosted its workforce by seven investigators, Bloomberg reports.
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